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Abstract 
Stougie, L., A fast randomized algorithm for partitioning a graph into paths of fixed length, Discrete 
Applied Mathematics 42 (1993) 291-303. 
A randomized extension-rotation algorithm is presented to partition an undirected graph G=( V,E) into 
vertex disjoint paths offixed length. In O(l VI log I VI) time it finds such a partition if one exists with high 
probability, when applied to random graphs with sufficiently high edge density. 
Keywords. Partitioning of a graph, extension-rotation algorithm, randomized algorithm, random 
graph. 
1. Introduction 
The input of the problem studied in this paper is an undirected graph G = ( V, E), 
with I/the set of vertices and E the set of edges. A path of length k (PLk) is a chain 
of k+ 1 vertices (vi, . . . . vk+i) such that (Vi, vi+i) EE, i= 1, . . . , k. The recognition 
problem that we aim to solve is the question if there exists a partition of G into 
vertex disjoint paths of length k, for fixed k (if k+ 1 is not a divisor of 1 1/l the 
partition contains one path of length less than k). 
Except for the case k= 1 (Perfect Matching Problem), the problem is NP- 
complete [4, p. 1931. 
In Section 2 we describe a randomized algorithm to solve the problem. This 
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algorithm is an extension-rotation algorithm (see [5]). Its performance is analyzed 
on random graphs of the GN-type; i.e., graphs with n vertices and exactly N edges, 
with NI +n(n - l), where each of the (‘@ $)‘2 ) edge combinations is equally likely 
to occur. The main result, presented in Section 3, says roughly that if N?cn log n 
for some constant c, the algorithm finds a partition with probability tending to one 
as n tends to infinity in O(n log n) time. 
The proof of this result, a sketch of which is given in Section 3 and the complete 
version in Section 4, relies heavily on results in [l]. To facilitate comparison with 
this paper we have adopted their notation. 
Some concluding remarks can be found in Section 5. 
The main result in this paper implies that with probability tending to one 
partitions into PLk’s of random graphs with the indicated edge density exist. This 
is in itself a result within the theory of the evolution of a random graph (see e.g. 
[6]). It is known that for any e>O, random graphs on n vertices with less than 
(3 - e)n log n edges contain isolated vertices with probability tending to one [2]. 
Since isolated vertices prohibit a partition into paths it follows that the edge density 
required for our result cannot be improved by more than a constant factor. 
2. The extension-rotation algorithm 
The randomized algorithm ERPk that we propose is of the extension-rotation 
type. At any step, it aims at extending a current partial partition. Such a partial 
partition consists of a set Yof paths of length k that have been constructed already 
and a path P of length i, with 01 is k- 1, which is under construction. From one 
of the endpoints of P, v say, called new departure point, an extension is tried for. 
This is done by selecting at random one of the neighbours of v in G (vertices v’ such 
that (v, v’) EE). Extension is possible if and only if the neighbour drawn, u say, is 
neither in 9 nor in P. In this case the edge (v, U) is appended to P, increasing its 
length to i+ 1, and u is made the new departure point (ndp) (see Fig. 1). 
V u-+ndp 
----. “7 
L 
---- edge added 
Fig. 1. Extension from length 3 to length 4, k=5, i= 3. 
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Clearly, if the neighbour u selected is already in the current partial partition, 
i.e., u E (9U P), extension of P is impossible. The algorithm will then try to rotate 
the current partition, using the edge (u,u). One case wherein rotation is possible, 
occurs if u is endpoint of a PLk in 9, i.e., there exists a PLkc.9 of the form 
(u, l.4 r, . . . , uk). This PLE( is taken out of 9 and a new PLk is constructed by ap- 
pending to P the edge (v,u) and the chain (u,ur,...,~~_~_r) with length k-i-l. 
This new PLk is inserted in 9. The rotation is completed by removing the edge 
(u&-r, uk_i), installing the remaining chain of length i (u&i, . . . , uk) as the new P, 
and making uk the new departure point (see Fig. 2(a)). 
(4 
(b) 
ndP V / / r , /I / / u /’ P 
(4 
---- edge added 
ti edge deleted 
Fig. 2. (a) Rotation, u is endpoint of PLkC9, k=5, i=3. (b) Rotation, IA is fortunate midpoint of 
PLkc.9, k=5, i=3. (c) Rotation, u is endpoint of P, k=5, i=3. 
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Also a rotation is possible if u is on a PLk in 9 and has distance exactly k - i - 1 
from one of the endpoints of this PLk; i.e., there exists a PLk of the form 
(U I,...) 24~-;-~,U,U~-; ,...) uk) in P. In this case the new PLk is obtained by chain- 
ing P, the edge (v,u) and the chain (u,~~-~_r, . . ..zQ.u~). The edge (U,Uk_i) is 
removed, (~k_i, . . . , 1.4~) is made our new P, and uk becomes new departure point 
(see Fig. 2(b)). 
The last possibility for rotation occurs if u is the other endpoint of P; i.e., P is 
of the form (u,ur, . . . . Ui_r,V). The rotation gives the new path (v,u,ur, . . ..u._i), 
deletes edge (Ui_ i, v) and makes Ui_ 1 new departure point (see Fig. 2(c)). 
In all other situations with u E (BU P) the algorithm rejects the outcome of the 
random selection, and uses v another time as new departure point. 
We notice that the algorithm succeeds in finding a partition of G in paths of 
length k at the moment all vertices have been selected by the random selection 
procedure. To avoid repetitious selection of an edge, every edge is deleted from E 
upon selection. In this way the algorithm may fail in finding a partition by exhaus- 
tion of edges incident to some new departure point. A precise description of the 
random selection procedure is the following 
SELECT(u) 
begin 
if for all u E I’, (u, v) $ E, return “failure” 
else select at random with equal probabilities one of the edges (u, v) E E, 
delete (u, v) from E and return the value u 
end 
The description above of the algorithm ERPk reveals that k stages can be 
distinguished. At the ith stage it tries to extend a path of length i- 1 to a path of 
length i, i= I,..., k, and it remains in the same stage until extension has been 
accomplished. After an extension at stage k a new PLk has been constructed, which 
is then added to 9. The lowest numbered vertex not in 9 is now made new departure 
point and the algorithm continues at stage 1. 
Once more, we emphasize that, since a vertex, once selected by the random 
procedure, will never leave (CPU P), the algorithm either stops by a lack of edges 
(“failure”), or finally finds a partition of G in vertex disjoint paths of length k 
(“success”). 
3. The main result and a sketch of its proof 
If we analyze the performance of the ERPk algorithm on random graphs of the 
G,-type on n vertices (see Introduction) we can establish the following theorem. 
Main theorem. Va, 3M, c, VN? cn log n: the probability that ERPk(G,) returns 
“success” before SELECT has been called Mn log n times is 1 - O(Ka). 
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This result is similar to the results that Angluin and Valiant [I] obtained for 
randomized algorithms that find Hamiltonian circuits and perfect matchings in 
GN. Also the proof, presented in detail in Section 4, follows in great lines the 
proofs of these results. Since the proof is quite tedious, we give first a sketch of it 
in the rest of this section. This enables any reader to grasp the ideas behind it and 
may serve as a guide to the reader that is interested in the details. 
Sketch of the proof. Basically, the algorithm starts from some vertex, jumps at 
random to one of its neighbours, adjusts some data structure to determine which 
vertex is to be jumped from next, then jumps from this vertex to one of its 
neighbours, and so on, until all vertices have been visited. Upon visiting the last yet 
unvisited vertex the algorithm returns “success”. There are two ways in which 
ERPk does not return “success” before Mn log n calls of SELECT. The first is that 
at least one vertex has remained unvisited after Mn log n calls. The second is that 
ERPk has returned “failure” before the (A4n log n)th call because of exhaustion of 
edges incident to some vertex. Thus, the probabilities that these two events occur 
must be bounded by O(Kn). 
If at each step we would select one of the n vertices at random and equiprobably 
in a “drawing with return” type of sampling then the result of the Coupon 
Collector’s Problem [3] tells us that we should expect to make n log n selections in 
order to have sampled every vertex. This phenomenon is at the basis of our proof. 
Since we do not return an edge after drawing, we must make it plausible to concen- 
trate on graphs, any vertex of which has large enough degree, in order to avoid a 
premature return of “failure”. For this purpose we use the Sociability Lemma from 
[l] to neglect those graphs in which the degree of any vertex is less than Klog n, for 
some constant K. 
Moreover, not returning an edge after drawing influences the probabilities of 
selecting vertices in future steps, so that the relation to the Coupon Collector’s 
Problem might be lost completely. This is taken care of by the Almost Equiprob- 
ability Lemma from [l], which says that if the procedure has not used more than 
some fixed fraction of K log n edges incident to any vertex, then every vertex not 
hitherto arrived at from the current departure point is almost equally likely to be 
arrived at next. 
We observe that each visit of ERPk to a given vertex is either a selection of this 
vertex by SELECT or a departure by SELECT from it. Moreover, a departure from 
a given vertex must be preceded by an arrival at a specific destination (either the 
vertex itself or a particular mate on the same path in the current partial partition). 
Each arrival has probability about I/n by the Almost Equiprobability Lemma. For- 
malising this observation we show that the probability that ERPk visits a vertex 
more that K, log n times within the first Mn log n calls of SELECT is O(n?) for K, 
chosen large enough with respect to M and K chosen large enough with respect to 
K,. 
At each stage of the procedure it is possible that ERPk departs from the same 
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vertex during more than one consecutive step. This occurs when SELECT chooses 
a vertex such that the edge between the departure point and that vertex is rejected. 
We notice that at any stage there are no more than (k- 3)n/(k+ 1) + k - 1 of such 
unfavourable vertices. Hence the probability to escape from a vertex is at least 
q = 1 - (k- 2)/(/c+ 1). Therefore the expected number of choices to be made from 
the same vertex is at most l/q times the number of visits to this vertex and we will 
show that the probability that this number is much exceeded is neglible. 
The two above observations together imply that the probability of returning 
“failure”, conditional on regarding graphs with degree greater than Klog n for 
every vertex, will be O(nwa) given the appropriate choices for A4, K, and K. 
To finish the proof it suffices to show that, for Mchosen large enough, the prob- 
ability that ERPk fails to visit every vertex within the first Mn log n calls of 
SELECT is O(n-“). 
4. Proof of the main theorem 
Let n be the number of vertices. The random variable G denotes the random 
graph on these vertices, according to the GN model. The random variables 
T,, T,, . . . . T(;, record the random selection of edges, so that c= “*” if ERPk 
returns “failure” before calling SELECT i times, and 6 is the value returned by 
the ith call of SELECT otherwise. T’ denotes the sequence consisting of the first 
1 values, T,, . . . . T,, for O< 11 (i). Let w’ denote a realization of the random 
sequence T’. We call w’ an expedition iff Pr{ T’= w’} > 0. If w’ is an expedition 
then we may simulate ERPk up to the (1+ 1)th call of SELECT, even without 
knowing G. w’ will be called finished if ERPk returns “success” or “failure” 
before the (i-t 1)th call of SELECT and unfinished otherwise. If w’ is unfinished 
then ,Y(w’), P(w’) and ndp(w’) will denote the random objects indicating 9, P and 
ndp at the (1+ 1)th call of SELECT. G(H, w’) denotes the graph G at the (I+ 1)th 
call of SELECT if G = H initially. (Remember that edges are deleted upon 
selection.) 
We notice that in consequence of the random selection of edges 
‘1 
d’ 
if w’ is unfinished and w’+ 1 
is one of the d> 0 neighbours 
of ndp(w’) in G(H, w’), 
1, if w’+t = “*” and either w’ 
is finished or ndp(w’) has 
no neighbours in G(H, w’), 
0 c 9 otherwise. 
Let w’ be an expedition. For each i, 1 c: is 1, let vi= ndp(w’-‘) if w’ is unfinished, 
and v.=“*” otherwise. For v~Vand i=l,2,...,1 we say: I 
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(i) (vi, wi) is the ith step of w’, 
(ii) w’ makes a choice from v at step i iff v = Vi, 
(iii) w’ arrives at v at step i iff v = Wi, 
(iv) w’ makes v new departure point at step i iff v = Vi, while v # Vi_ 1, 
(v) w’ visits v at step i iff either it arrives at v or makes it the new departure 
point at step i, 
(vi) w’ returns “success” (“failure”) iff ERPk simulated with w/ returns “suc- 
cess” (“failure”) before calling SELECT I+ 1 times. 
We emphasize that if at a certain step v is ndp and, because of a rejection, v was 
also ndp at the previous step then this is not counted as a visit of w[ to v. Thus only 
the first of a consecutive series of choices from v is counted as a visit. 
T and w will denote T(i) and w; t ( ) hroughout. For any M>O we define 
FM= {w 1 w is an expedition which does not return “success” within 
the first Mn log n steps). 
The main theorem presented in the previous section can thus be restated in terms 
of the concepts introduced above. 
Theorem 4.1. Va, 3M, c, VN?cn log n, 
Pr( TE FM} = O(nP). 
Proof. Let Z(K) denote the event that each vertex of GN has at least Klog n 
neighbours. The Sociability Lemma in [l, p. 1681 says that 
Vcr, K, 3c, VNrcn log n: Pr{Z(K)} = 1 -O(nmn). (4.1) 
This observation allows us to neglect random graphs with vertices of too small 
degree. Thus, if we rewrite and bound 
Pr{ TE FM} = Pr{ Tee,,, 1 lZ(K)} Pr{ lZ(K)} 
+ Pr{ Tc FM ( Z(K)] Pr{Z(K)] 
r(1 -P~{Z(K)})+P~{TEF, 1 Z(K)}, (4.2) 
we see that we may restrict our attention to the probability that TE F,,,, given that 
the degree of each vertex is larger than Klog n, where K is to be determined later. 
We notice that w E FM if the algorithm exhausts all the edges incident to some 
node and returns “failure”, or it does not succeed in visiting some vertex in the first 
Mn log n calls on SELECT (visiting the last remaining unvisited vertex completes the 
partition and hence “success” is returned). Thus, FM is contained in the union of 
two events: for any K1 I K: 
A = {w ( w is an expedition such that WM” logn arrives at or makes a 
choice from some vertex more than K1 log n times}, 
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B= {w 1 w is an expedition such that we A and WM” log’ fails to ar- 
rive at some vertex}. 
Hence, for any M, K and K, with K, I K we have 
Pr{ TEF, 1 Z(K)} <Pr{ TEA 1 Z(K)} + Pr{ TE B 1 Z(K)}. 
In Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we shall prove that 
(4.3) 
and 
Vex, 3M, VK,, 3K’,r,, VKrK’, VNrr,Knlogn, 
Pr{ TE B 1 Z(K)} = O(P), 
(4.4) 
Va,M, 3K,,K”,r,, VKrK”, VNzr2Knlogn, 
Pr{ TEA 1 Z(K)) = O(6). 
(4.5) 
Thus, given a, we may choose M to satisfy (4.4). For this a and M we may choose 
K,, K” and r, to satisfy (4.5). For the specified a, M and K, we may determine K’ 
and rl to satisfy (4.4). We than choose Krmax{K’,K”}. If we now choose cz 
max{r, K, r2K} the result (4.1) can be applied. Conclusively, for the selected values 
of M and c, the combination of the above five formulas yields that for all Nr 
cn log n, Pr{ TEF,} =0(P). 0 
At the basis of the proofs of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 are two results from [l]: 
Almost Equiprobability Lemma [l , p. 1781. Suppose wk is an unfinished expedi- 
tion, with u = ndp(wk). Suppose wk visits and/or makes a choice from each vertex 
at most r log n times and z is a vertex such that z # u, and (u, z) is not a step of wk. 
Then 
1 
pIPr{T,+,=ZI Tk=wk~Z(K)}s n_r:,+,E,_l, 
(1 +e)n 
if K>r, cz2K, Nrcn log n and n is sufficiently large, where 
1 + E = (c/(c - k) exp(r/(K - r)). 
Bottleneck Lemma [ 1, p. 1691. Suppose X1, X2, . . . , X,,, are random variables taking 
values in a finite set S. Let Q be any event. Let 
U={?ISiES,i=1,2 ,..., m}. 
Suppose Y 5 U has the property that there exist probabilities pl, p2, . . . , pk such that 
for each ym E Y there exist integers i, < i2 < ... < ik such that 
where 
Pr{X,,ECr(y~~I) I X’i~‘=y”-‘~Q}~pj~ 
C&‘) = {S E S j 3y, E Y with _Y’= zi, and yi+ 1 =s} 
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(i.e., Cy(z’) is the set of continuations of zt that keep it in Y). Then 
Lemma 4.2. Va, 3M, VK,, 3 K’,r,, ‘dK?K’, VNrr, Kn log n, 
Pr{ w E B 1 Z(K)} = O(nP). 
Proof. Let a be given. Fix M and K, . For each v E V we define the set of events 
B(v) = {w E B 1 #“Og n fails to visit v]. 
Clearly B = IJ ,.,B(v). Let VE V, web and i such that l<izzMnlogn. Since 
WEB, wi-’ cannot return “success”. If wipl returns “failure” then Pr{ T= 
w 1 Z(K)} = 0, since K> K, and w $A implies that wi-’ visits and/or makes a 
choice from no vertex more than K, log n times. Thus, we may assume that wi-l is 
unfinished. If u = ndp(w’- ‘) then (u, v) is not a step in wip ‘, so by the Almost 
Equiprobability Lemma we have 
Pr(T’=vl T’-‘=w’~‘AZ(K)}I l- 
( &> 
provided K 2 K, , c-2 2K and Nr cn log n, where 
(1 +E)=(c/(c-K))exp(K,/(K-K,)). 
Applying the Bottleneck Lemma, summing over v and using the inequality 
1 +XI ex yields 
Pr(TEB I Z(K)}~exp((l -M(l +a))log n). 
This is O(n?) provided that M is sufficiently large with respect to (Y, for any K,, 
provided K is sufficiently large w.r.t. K,, and c sufficiently large w.r.t. to K for all 
Nr cn log n. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Vcw,M, 3Kl,K’,r2, VKrK’, VNrr,Knlogn, 
Pr{ TEA 1 Z(K)} = O(nP). 
Proof. We define the following two sets of expeditions for some K2 > K, , 
I= {w I for some ilMn log.n, wi visits and/or makes a choice 
from each vertex <K,log n times and visits some vertex 
IK, log n times}, 
J={wlfor some ilMnlogn, w’ visits each vertex iK,log n 
times and visits and/or makes a choice from some vertex 
rK,log n times}. 




